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Nowadays consumers “eat” using all their senses. The atmosphere,  
surroundings and interior design have a great impact on the perception  
of a meal. Eating has also ceased to be a solely personal experience with  
a vast increase in the tendency to share our impressions and photos of food 
using social media. The appearance of a meal has almost become as important 
as its taste.

One of the aspects of many modern restaurants in Warsaw is open-space co-
oking, which enables the consumers to witness the entire cooking process. The 
cooks’ working show provides clients with a new experience. This new approach 
forces owners to take greater care of their products’ quality. 

Restaurants: Concept 13, Warszawa Wschodnia, Winosfera, U Kucharzy, Dziurka od Klucza

Due to greater focus on the food industry, the range of people preparing  
meals by themselves is constantly growing. Group-cooking has become a form 
of shared free time. For those who want to improve their cooking skills, special 
workshops are being organised. During those meetings, professionals and  
celebrity chefs share their theoretical and practical knowledge with participants.
 
Restaurants: Charlotte Menora, Kuchnia Spotkań, Warszawa Wschodnia, Życie jest fajne, 

Bazar Kocha

In recent years, the Chef’s personality has become increasingly important.  
In many restaurants the Chefs’ creativity has to be almost limitless and meals 
have to reflect the creator’s character. The originality of today’s menus attracts 
countless clients. In many cases, the Chef’s personality has a big influence when 
choosing a restaurant. 

Restaurants: Atelier Amaro - Wojciech Modest Amaro, Bistro de Paris - Michael Moran, Solec 

44 - Aleksander Baron, Warszawa Wschodnia - Mateusz Gessler, Opasły Tom - Agata Wojda, 

Nolita - Jacek Grochowina

Consumers look for fresh, natural, minimally processed food. Local products are 
the recent “must-have” demand. Restaurants follow this trend by serving meals 
made with seasonal vegetables and fruits. Owners include fresh and healthy 
drinks, such as compotes, or homemade lemonades or cocktails in their menus.

Restaurants: Tamka 43, La Rotisserie, Signature, Solec 44, Opasły Tom, Bibenda, Restro, 

Szklarnia

One of the major trends is a return to national cuisine, prepared with seasonal, 
preferably locally sourced, ingredients. Often the menu is designed specifically 
for modern, aware consumers, for whom the unique appearance of food  
matters most. Those clients are happy to discover Polish multicultural traditions 
by tasting local cuisine. At the same time, they search for unusual drinks, such 
as beers from local breweries, liqueurs or meads. 

Restaurants: Kieliszki na Próżnej, Mała Polana Smaków, Dom Wódki, VarsoVie, Dom Polski

Charismatic Chefs
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number 1 

GASTRONOMIC TRENDS



Many changes are taking place within the beer drinkers’ environment too. 
People are tending towards local drinks, brewed in craft breweries, rather than 
typical lagers. The number of multi-tap bars, which offer a wide range of beers 
is constantly increasing. Consumers pay attention to the correct temperature, 
ingredients, types of hop used and the appearance of the beer.

Restaurants: Cuda na Kiju, Piw Paw, Kufle i Kapsle, Jabeer Wocky, Alchemist, Chmielarnia, 

Delirium Tremens, Hopsters Multitap

The “Slow food” philosophy promotes a healthy way of eating, celebrating the 
meal and developing the sensitivity of taste. It encourages food to be carefully 
chosen and to avoid fast food. Meals are precisely prepared using local,  
non-preserved products. 

Restaurants: Tamka 43, Nolita, Szklarnia, LIF Life is Food, Kafe Zielony Niedźwiedź          

Molecular Gastronomy combines abstraction with traditional products. The most 
typical aspect of this field is breaking through schemes, exploring the new and 
unusual in traditional cuisine. Meals are prepared in a special laboratory of taste. 
Molecular cuisine combines knowledge and gastronomy by using, amongst 
other things, liquid nitrogen to freeze food, or utilizing an extract of marine algae 
to change the state of a food (e.g. from solid to liquid).

Restaurants: Atelier Amaro at Home, Senses

Breakfast festivals are on the rise. They are organised during the summer  
in outdoor locations such as parks. People can not only eat there, but also buy 
various ecological products. These seasonal meetings attract many people  
almost every weekend. Such festivals are regularly held in many Warsaw 
districts. There are also some annual events, such as the Culinary Festival near 
the Praha Cinema, Slow Weekend in Soho Factory or culinary festivals near the 
National Stadium. 

In Warsaw we have observed a tendency of eating out for breakfast. Due to this 
reason, new coffee shops and bakeries are being opened, which of course offer 
freshly-baked bread. There are more restaurants which are open from early  
hours and offer breakfast menus. They are the perfect place to have breakfast 
with family, friends, or business partners/clients.  

Restaurants: Charlotte, Kuchnia Sąsiedzka, SAM, Cafe Vincent, Zorza, MiTo, Być może,  

Cool Cat, Rozbrat 20
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In some restaurants, it’s possible to buy products that people liked while eating 
there, for example the bottle of wine they just tried, ecological products, or bread 
baked in the restaurant.

Restaurants: Mercato Bar Delikatesy, Kafe Zielony Niedźwiedź, Bazar Kocha, Mielżyński

Spanish Tapas bars  
 
Spanish style tapas bars are becoming increasingly popular. 
 
Restaurants: Tapas Gastrobar, Romesco, Sueno

All about drinks  
 
Some bars have introduced a new form of menu with a wide range of unique 
drinks.

Restaurants: Kita Koguta, Zamieszanie, Cocktail Bar Max

”Less expensive, less formal, more fun”  
 
Less formal restaurants, where people can eat something tasty and spend time 
in a relaxed atmosphere are gaining a wider audience. These places are ideal to 
spend time with friends, seat and talk comfortably.

Restaurants: Rozbrat 20, koncept Pop Up Ferment, Wars&Sawa, ŚRD/PŁD, Boska Praga,  

Warszawa Powiśle

Non-stop eating 
 
New restaurants open all day or till the early morning are perfect for party lovers. 
Nowadays, not only bars offer fast food, but also traditional restaurants are  
following their consumers’ needs and are open almost 24/7.

Restaurants: Warszawa Wschodnia, Bazar, Pijalnia Wódki i Piwa
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1 Krakowskie Przedmieście/The Old Town: 

The historical sights of this area attract thousands of tourists on a yearly 
basis. Customers will find all types of restaurants here, including fast food.  
Top-level places usually serve Polish cuisine- Polka, Senator Restaurant 
and Restauracja Przy Zamku. The restaurants U Fukiera and Bazyliszek are 
some of the best-known places in Warsaw.
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Nowy Świat/Foksal/Chmielna Street:

Probably the most popular place to visit in Warsaw, with an attractive offer 
of food and shopping points. The streets are busy both day and at night, as  
tourists and residents constantly visit them. The perfect place for breakfast 
here is at Vincent (café and bakery) - lunch can be taken at Mąka i Woda/
La Cantine/Dawne Smaki, or perhaps an exclusive dinner at Tamka43/ 
Opasły Tom is more up your street. A good place to go for a cocktail  
is Zamieszanie or maybe a craft beer at Cuda na Kiju. If you want to party, 
head to Flow/Endorfina/Harenda. The variety of places will allow everyone 
to find something they can afford and enjoy.

5Zbawiciela Square: 

A unique meeting place on the Warsaw map, where many, many people 
from hipsters to has-beens congregate regularly. Venues in this area will 
suit most tastes not only with great food, but also with a rich variety  
of offer. The cuisine will satisfy even the most demanding customer at 
any time of the day. In the morning, it is hard to resist the smell of ground 
coffee from Caffe Karma, or of fresh bread from Charlotte. During the day, 
dozens of coffee shops, pancakes houses, French, Asian, and Polish 
restaurants are worth visiting. In the evening, there are many cultural events 
(Klub Komediowy, Bastylia) or parties (Plan B) to enjoy.
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Poznańska/Wilcza Street:

Poznańska Street became more attractive after a major overhaul.  
Old post-war tenements were transformed into luxury apartments. Cobbled 
streets and high-density housing resemble the bustling Krakowskie  
Przedmieście street. This place, however, seems to be even more unique 
due to the fact that stylish hotels (H15 Boutique Hotel, Rialto Hotel) and 
exclusive restaurants included in Michelin guide (Nolita, Signature, Salto, 
and Delizia) are located here. Moreover, there are various restaurants, coffee 
shops, and clubs.  Even vegetarians or vegans can find something to nibble 
on.

Nowogrodzka/Parkingowa/Żurawia Street:

Although the district of Nowogrodzka, Parkingowa, Żurawia  
and Marszałkowa Street is a bustling place at night, in the morning it is 
relatively calm. There is a wide range of food joints here including Bibenda,  
Butchery&Wine, or Bątą, ideal for every pocket. You will find multi-taps  
and pubs with local beers  (Piw Paw, Kufle i Kapsle) here. In the evening, 
party lovers can visit a number of clubs (Klub 55, Parkingowa).

5
6 Vistula Boulevards:

During the summer, this area is the most lively and entertaining place on  
a map of Warsaw. A string of pubs and bars pop up along the Vistula river, 
where concerts, stand-ups, shows and sport events take place. Each year, 
the city hall organises a contest for the best organisation of Vistulan  
surroundings. Barka, Plac Zabaw, Hocki Klocki, Pomost 511, Miami Wars, 
Luis, Grunt i Woda, Babie Lato and Kącik i Woda are amongst the most 
popular venues along the river bank.

7 Powiśle:

The area near the Vistula river is situated next to the Warsaw University 
Library and the famous PKP Powiśle (old train station). This is the perfect 
place for a morning coffee and breakfast in SAM or Italian lunch in Dziurka 
od Klucza. You can try fusion cuisine in A nuż widelec, or visit Solec 44 
and Kafe Zielony Niedźwiedź. Although Powiśle is located near the city 
centre, it’s far from the downtown bustle of Śródmieście. Nevertheless, in 
the evening it changes into one of the most entertaining neighbourhoods, 
especially in summer, when most of the coffee shops “go outside” with the 
sunloungers and beer gardens. Stacja Mercedes (only open in summer) is 
also worth visiting – it organises plenty of concerts and cultural events.

ArtN

Hala  
Koszyki

Senses

Meeting places

Michelin Star awarded  
restaurants

Senses, 12 Bielańska Street

The Michelin Star – the second restaurant in Poland awarded with the star, 2016

The Diners Club 50 Best Discovery Series - the only Polish restaurant featured on the 
prestigious Best Fine Dining list – the Best of Warsaw 2015 competition organized by 
the Warsaw Insider.

A creative and modern kitchen, led by Andrea Camastra, who experiments with taste 
and structure.
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Francuska Street:

A street located in the Saska Kępa district, famous for its fancy high street 
character since the interwar period and also the home of the Saska Kępa 
Festival and the French Festival. There are numerous family restaurants 
(Dom Polski or Prosta Historia), coffee shops, and bakeries here e.g. 
Croque Madame, F30, Lukullus and Rue de Paris.

Soho:

Soho is an incredible destination, located in the Praga district of the city.  
It is the go-to address for artists and art activists. Although it only has a few 
restaurants, it’s enough to attract plenty of people. Soho’s architecture is 
based on former production halls and warehouses, which were thoroughly 
reconstructed and renovated. The most popular place here is  
the Warszawa Wschodnia restaurant (due to its owner/chef Mateusz 
Gessler) and the Italian restaurant Boretti is also worth checking out.  
Don’t forget to try the all new Szklarnia, where cooks use vegetables grown 
in a nearby garden.

Ząbkowska/Okrzei Street:

Those two streets attract dozens of young people from a more bohemian 
background. The hipsters visit Boska, Centrum Zarządzania Światem,  
Stara Praga, W Oparach Absurdu or Włoska Pausa, which is associated 
with Czesław Mozil and there are plenty of niche coffee shops  
and restaurants, which hustle and bustle well into the evening.

Koneser

Atelier
Amaro

Hala Koszyki
planned opening date: 2016

Hala Koszyki is the first concept site in Poland, combining gastronomy,  
social and cultural features. It will be a place for eating out, shopping and  
entertainment; similar to venues in other big cities, such as New York, 
London, Oslo, Rotterdam or Florence. Hala Koszyki wants to attract people, 
who will create an incredible atmosphere together and will be opened in 
September 2016.

ArtN 
planned opening date: 2018

The Capital Park Group (owner of the former Norblin Factory at 51/53 Żelazna 
Street) is planning to create ArtN  - a multifunctional centre in the centre of 
Warsaw. The concept is to maintain 10 factory buildings and 50 machines, 
which are listed historical monuments. New buildings will be ‘’added’’ above 
and around the monumental structure, forming an open space area around 
the main cobbled street with monumental buildings, restaurants, coffee shops 
and boutiques. 

”Coming soon”

Atelier Amaro, 1 Agrykola Street

The Michelin Star – the first restaurant in Poland awarded with the star, 2013

Recommended by Slow Food Poland – the first restaurant in Warsaw and second in Poland.
Wojciech Modest Amaro awarded the Chef of the Year 2015 Gault&Millau title. 

A new concept kitchen which uses only the best products from Polish providers. 
The restaurant has no fixed menu and bases on a tasting menu. It is characterized  
by original combinations of taste and structure thanks to using molecular kitchen  
techniques.  

Centrum Praskie Koneser 
planned opening date: 2017 

Renovated buildings together with contemporary architecture, inspired by post-
-industrial style, will form one of the most original places in Warsaw.  
The complex will be located on the site of a former Vodka Factory  
at Ząbkowska Street. Over 30% of the commercial space will be dedicated to 
gastronomic and entertainment functions.

This place will be extremely lively thanks to restaurant gardens, chill-out zones 
and cultural events. Almost 30 restaurants, coffee shops and bars will open 
here. The food on offer will suit all types of customer - office employees, start-up 
entrepreneurs from Google’s Campus Warsaw, shoppers, tourists and local 
residents. Moreover, a market with ecological food will be open in Koneser.
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1. Polonez
2. Restauracja Delizia
3. Kawiarnia Cophi 
4. Restauracja Il Cavaliere
5. Flamberia
6. Signature
7. Tel-Aviv Cafe
8. BEIRUT hummus & music bar
9. Kraken Rum Bar
10. Warsaw Tortilla Factory
11. Nolita Restaurant
12. Restauracja Bacio
13. Leniviec
14. Vegan Pizza
15. GEMBA
16. Znajomi Znajomych

NOLITA
46 Wilcza Street

Jacek Grochowina’s cuisine focu-
ses on ingredients of the very best 
quality and simple flavours with an 
emphasis on details.

SIGNATURE 
15 Poznańska Street 

Wojciech Kilian’s cuisine is based 
on seasonal, Polish ingredients and 
extraordinary flavours. The menu 
consists of ecological dishes in 90%.  
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TAMKA

1. Restauracja Dawne Smaki
2. Oto Sushi
3. Specjały Regionalne
4. Croque Madame
5. Carpaccio
6. Frida
7. Bordo
8. Restauracja Ceska
9. C.K.Oberża
10. The Picture Art Bar Cafe
11. Przystanek Chmielna 
12. Vincent Chmielna
13. Mąka i Woda
14. Mela Verde
15. Uprzejmie Donoszę
16. Równonoc
17. Flow
18. Besuto Sushi Bar
19. Foksal Club
20. Socjal
21. Ciechan na Foksal
22. Papaya
23. Piw Paw
24. Meta Seta Galareta
25. Opasły Tom
26. Chianti

TAMKA 43

Food served there is a combination 
of Polish and French cuisine. The 
distinctive feature of this place is its 
modern approach sous vide – the 
dishes are cooked in low-temperatu-
re for a prolonged time. Food is made 
of fresh and seasonal ingredients.   .

. 

MĄKA I WODA
13 Chmielna Street
This Italian place is famous for 
its pizza made in a wood-burning 
Neapolitan furnace. 
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OPASŁY TOM
17 Foksal Street

Best Modern Polish – winner in The Best 
of Warsaw 2015 award organised by the 
Warsaw Insider.
The restaurant is situated in a former 
bookshop of the National Publishing  
Institute, which later turned into  
a famous literary café. The seasonal 
menu is developed by Agata Wojda 
     (Woman Chef 2015  
           – Gault&Millau 2016).

29

27. Kameralna,  
      Kamera Bistro
28. Pijalnia Wódki i Piwa
29. Zamieszanie
30. Cuda na Kiju  
      - multitap bar
31. Tamka 43

ZAMIESZANIE
6/12 Nowy Świat Street

A variety of tastes and colours. 
The main specialty are cocktails 
made from ecological and local 
products, served in capped  
bottles. You will also find draft 
beer straight from the dispenser 
here. 

2 NOWY ŚWIAT/
FOKSAL Street
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1. Restauracja Natu
2. Norka Shot Bar 
3. Salut Shot Bar
4. Jabeerwocky Multitap Bar
5. Junior
6. Granola Cafe
7. Bibenda
8. N31 Restaurant&Bar
9. Klub Bal
10. Meta Disco 
11. Bątą
12. Klub 55
13. Piw Paw
14. Żurawina 
15. Tukan Salad Bar
16. Kufle i Kapsle
17. Namaste India
18. HOT DOG Warsaw Burger & Bar
19. Ring the Bell
20. Wabu Suhi Bar
21. Monique - bakery&wine
22. Silk&Spicy
23. Trattoria da Antonio
24. Basico Pizza
25. Butchery&Wine

PIW PAW
32/34 Żurawia Street

Following the gastronomic multi-tap 
trends, the bar offers dozens types 
of beer (91 beer dispensers) from 
Polish to foreign breweries. Mainly 
craft beers. 

BIBENDA 
10 Nowogrodzka Street 

Best Casual Dining – winner in The 
Best of Warsaw 2015 awards organi-
zed by the Warsaw Insider. 
The menu is short, seasonal and 
based on local products. 

BUTCHERY&WINE
22 Żurawia Street

There are almost 200 types of wine 
included in the menu. In addition, 
high quality beef is prepared in 
a special wood-burning furnace, 
giving it an incredible taste.  
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1. Stockholm Bar & Cantine 
2. Bistro La Cocotte
3. Charlotte 
4. Plan B
5. Kawiarnia Funky
6. Bastylia
7. Izumi Sushi
8. Coffee Karma
9. Tuk Tuk
10. Heritage Shop & Wine
11. Klub Komediowy
12. Corso
13. Pini Cafe & Vino

CHARLOTTE-CAFÉ AND BAKERY
Zbawiciela Square / 18 Wyzwolenia Ave.

A café, which is famous for its home-
-made and home-baked bread. Breakfast 
combined of French and Polish ingre-
dients is served there every day.  

COFFEE KARMA 
17 Mokotowska Street 

A café, where original coffee is 
made in a traditional drum roaster. 
Afterwards it is served to customers. 
The place also has an agenda of 
cultural events. 

KLUB KOMEDIOWY
1 Nowowiejska Street

A comedian theatre, which stages 
performances, stand-up shows and 
cabarets. The venue also offers 
a variety of foods and drinks.
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1. Boscaiola 
2. Boscaiola Pizzeria
3. Mango Vegan II Restaurant
4. SAM
5. Veg deli
6. Dziurka od klucza
7. Kuchnia Sąsiedzka

STACJA MERCEDES
nearby Poniatowski Bridge

A seasonal, popular and unusual bar 
where cultural events take place 
regularly. Go there for concerts or 
film screenings. 

KAFE ZIELONY NIEDŹWIEDŹ
4 Smolna Street 

A new take on Polish cuisine, where 
regional and seasonal food is served. 
Customers can eat out and also buy 
some of the venue’s local products. 

SOLEC 44
44 Solec Street
 
A restaurant, bar, board games 
club – all in one. The menu includes 
extraordinary food combinations. 
The restaurant is recommended by 
Slow Food Polska. 
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8. Klubo-Jadalnia Wars Sawa
9. A nuż widelec
10. Mr. Pancake
11. Nienażarty
12. Solec 44
13. The Cool Cat
14. PKP Powiśle
15. Stacja Mercedes
16. Kafe Zielony Niedźwiedź

7POWIŚLE
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1. Croque Madame
2. Repubblica Italiana 
3. Cafe Baobab
4. Handroll
5. F30
6. Toscana
7. Prosta Historia
8. Think Love Juices
9. Miąższ
10. Restauracja Dom Polski
11. S’poko Loco
12. Trattoria Rucola
13. iGrek

DOM POLSKI RESTAURANT
11 Francuska Street

Dom Polski serves traditional Polish 
food with a small hint of modernity. 
The menu has some absolute classics 
of Polish cuisine as well as dishes 
based on seasonal products.  
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THINK LOVE JUICES
14 Francuska Street

A vegan restaurant, which focuses 
on fruit, vegetables and the power of 
seeds. A place, where people can eat 
healthy by complying with nature. 

8

CAFE BAOBAB
31 Francuska Street

Try out original Senegalese flavours 
here. The menu includes cocktails 
inspired by the African continent. 
On some summer evenings dinners 
are accompanied by live African 
concerts. 
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1. Wynurzenie
2. Barka
3. Plac Zabaw
4. Warsztat Rowerowy
5. Sen Nocy Letniej
6. Rolls Rolls Menu
7. Nic Osobistego 
8. Babie Lato
9. Hocki Klocki
10. Grunt i Woda
11. Pomost 511
12. Cud nad Wisłą
13. Miami Wars

HOCKI KLOCKI

A charming place with unique design. 
Perfect for a drink on a sunbed as 
well as little dance in the fresh air. 

POMOST 511

A well-known place for hanging out 
with friends. Many interesting events 
and night parties attract young 
people.

PLAC ZABAW

If you want to have fun or just hang 
out, you’ve found the perfect spot. 
Numerous concerts, stand-ups, 
shows or film screenings make it 
worth to spend time there. 11
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6VISTULA  
BOULEVARDS

8 FRANCUSKA Street

1
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1. Warszawa Wschodnia
2. Szklarnia
3. Restauracja Włoska Boretti

SZKLARNIA
25 Mińska Street

The special feature of this restaurant  
is Mediterranean cuisine. There is 
a garden and a greenhouse nearby, 
where the owners grow their own 
vegetables and herbs. Some cultural 
events are organised there.

WARSZAWA WSCHODNIA
25 Mińska Street

One of the most popular places in 
Warsaw, led by Mateusz Gessler and 
Robert Kondziela. An open space 
kitchen with post-industrial design. 
The restaurant also offers culinary 
workshops and the possibility of self-
-cooking, if you’re interested.
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1. Centrum Praskie Koneser
2. Ząbkowska 13
3. Łysy Pingwin
4. Na żarty  
5. BalBar
6. Bobby Burger Ząbkowska
7. Pausa Włoska
8. W Oparach Absurdu
9. Stara Praga
10. Retro Praga
11. Turkawka
12. Bazar
13. Centrum Zarządzania Światem
14. Boska

W OPARACH ABSURDU
6 Ząbkowska Street 

A unique place with original interior 
design, full of historical items. 

CENTRUM ZARZĄDZANIA  
ŚWIATEM 
26 Okrzei Street

An atmospheric place connected 
to the history of Praga. Next to an 
attractive menu, cultural events, jazz 
and rock concerts, cabarets, stand-
-ups, fashion shows or art exhibitions 
make it a place worth visiting. 

STARA PRAGA 
18 Targowa Street

A restaurant which relives the atmo-
sphere and design of pre-war pubs. 
In addition, cultural events with 
live music, tango or Cuban hip-hop 
lessons attract visitors.
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10
ZĄBKOWSKA/
OKRZEI Street

WARSAW  
MEETING PLACES



RETAIL AGENCY

We offer consulting and support on all stages of commercializing existing  

and future retail-services projects as well as tenant representation in acquiring new sites. 

Landlord Representation

Retail space landlord representation can be organized exclusively or as an open cooperation.  

Knight Frank offers services in the following areas: 

• project potential analysis 

• retail real estate consulting in the project, execution and operational stages 

• designing the commercialization strategy 

• consulting in modernizing property incl. changes in the leasing structure  

             and preparation of re-commercialization programmes

• financial analysis of potential leasing income from the operating cost perspective 

• searching for and acquiring business partners

• negotiations and preparation of lease agreements.

Tenant Representation

The service package dedicated for retail space tenants includes:

• client needs analysis 

• searching and recommending of an adequate location 

• consulting in space leasing, relocation or changing the area of the premises,  

             lease contract renewals 

• financial analysis of the space leased in the current location 

• negotiations and lease contract preparation for the tenant.  

Paweł Materny
Head of Retail Agency

Kinga Zabłocka
Leasing Manager 
 
high streets  
and tenant represenantion

Marta Keszkowska
Leasing Manager

mixed-used sites,  
meeting places 

Majka Bielan
Leasing Manager

shopping malls
  

Our Team:

Together with our client, we participate in projects such as: the Koneser Praga Center in the Praga district  

in Warsaw, Plac Unii in Warsaw, Galeria Madison in Gdańsk, the downtown Galeria Łomża, the shopping mall  

Albatros in Kolobrzeg and many other attractive mixed-used properties in the major cities of Poland.  

We also support the development of chains such as: Gorąco Polecam Nowakowski bakeries or Second Cup cafes. 

+48 503 809 532
kinga.zablocka@pl.knightfrank.com

+48 600 962 367 
pawel.materny@pl.knightfrank.com

+48 508 502 997 
marta.keszkowska@pl.knightfrank.com

+48 501 215 385
majka.bielan@pl.knightfrank.com
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Contacts in Poland:

+48 22 596 50 50 
www.KnightFrank.com.pl

RESEARCH

Elżbieta Czerpak 
elzbieta.czerpak@pl.knightfrank.com

ASSET MANAGEMENT

Monika A. Dębska - Pastakia 
monika.debska@pl.knightfrank.com

ASSET MANAGEMENT -  
OFFICES AND LOGISTICS

Bartłomiej Łepkowski 
bartlomiej.lepkowski@pl.knightfrank.com

ASSET MANAGEMENT - RETAIL

Małgorzata Szychułda 
malgorzata.szychulda@pl.knightfrank.com

CAPITAL MARKETS

Joseph Borowski 
joseph.borowski@pl.knightfrank.com

COMMERCIAL AGENCY - OFFICE

Izabela Potrykus-Czachowicz 
izabela.potrykus@pl.knightfrank.com

COMMERCIAL AGENCY - RETAIL

Paweł Materny 
pawel.materny@pl.knightfrank.com

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

Magdalena Oksańska 
magdalena.oksanska@pl.knightfrank.com

VALUATIONS

Grzegorz Chmielak 
grzegorz.chmielak@pl.knightfrank.com

 
Contact in London:

INTERNATIONAL RESEARCH

Matthew Colbourne 
matthew.colbourne@knightfrank.com
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